
BC60 Cycle Carrier

„It handles even 
heavy e-bikes.“

„Easy assembly, the highest quality and 
TÜV/GS certi� ed safety. The BC60 Cycle 
Carrier is impressive across the board.“
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BC60 Cycle Carrier -
One for all 
(and everything)

BC60 Cycle Carrier
Cycle carrier for two bicycles, 
for assembly on the hitch
Item no.: 350 030 600 001

Extension rail 
For the safe transport 
of a third bicycle 
Item no.: 350 014 600 001

Transport box
The removable boot, 
mounted without tools
Item no.: 350 002 600 001

Transport platform
The additional loading area, 
mounted without tools
Item no.: 350 004 600 001 

Tailored bag
For clean storage 
Item no.: 350 008 600 001

Loading rail
Slide heavy bicycles 
instead of lifting them 
Item no.: 350 020 600 001

Wall mounting
Secure metal mounting, 
for every type of wall 
Item no.: 350 006 600 001

Additional brake light
In case the 3rd brake light is 
obscured by bicycles 
Item no.: 350 000 305 173

Transport boxTransport bag

Folded up

Mounted in se-
conds, without tools: 
capacity for 54 kg 
of payload such as 
beverage crates or 
garden tools.

200 litres of 
additional storage 
space: charcoal-
coloured plastic box 
with wheels and 
removable cover. 
Mounted in seconds.

Transport platform

Compact and carefully planned.

The handling of the BC60 has been tailored entirely 
to the needs of the customer. It is mounted in mere 
seconds by simply placing it onto the towball, and then 
fastened with minimum effort. 

After use, it can be folded up to save space (58 x 69 
x 22 cm) and stored in the matching bag in the trunk, 
garage or � at. 

Since the BC60 is suitable for bicycles with a wheel 
base of up to 1300 mm and can carry loads up to 60 kg, 
it is ideal for heavy e-bicycles and pedelecs. 

These trendy „best ager“ bicycles are very easy to po-
sition and fasten to the BC60 - especially in comparison 
to placing bicycles on roof racks. Last but not least, the 
BC60 impresses with the expansion options offered by 
a diverse range of practical accessories.

The all-rounder of bicycle carriers
       Can be expanded for a third bicycle

       Mounted and securely fastened within seconds 
and with little effort

       Swivel-down mechanism for quick access to 
the boot – even with bicycles!

       Space-saving: folds together to an extremely 
compact size: 58 x 69 x 22 cm

       Ideal for bicycles with an extremely long wheel 
base (up to 1300 mm)

       60 kg payload: also suitable for heavy e-bikes

       TÜV certi� ed (German Technical Inspection 
Authority)/GS certi� ed

       CityCrash tested


